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A. Introduction

Recently the use of computer programs in education is growing very rapidly. Many educational objectives seem to be much easier to achieve after the involvement of certain computer programs. The programs offer tons of benefits, and since then computers cannot be separated from efforts to improve educational sectors. The world of foreign language teaching is not the exception. One of the advantages that language teachers can get from such programs is that they can analyze how a word has been used: in what context or situation a word is most appropriately used, what other words collocate with it, how many times a certain word occurs in a text of 1000 words, and the like.

The forms and functions of the computer software are very numerous. A word concordance analyzer, for example, can do many different actions for different purposes. Analyzing a small number of words taken from a group of students’ writing can be useful for revising their writing draft, analyzing a model text written by a native speaker may result in a fruitful discussion about how the language has been used, and
analyzing a very large corpus might be beneficial for book writers, curriculum developers, linguists, or language researchers.

The use of English corpora for various purposes has been a long tradition in most western countries. Any development or advancement in scientific works concerning the use of words involves computer processing and analysis. Entries in new dictionaries, words used for books for children or for immigrants, or the list of new vocabulary to be learned by elementary school children all refer to how the language has been empirically used in the real world, and the computer software gives quick and precise solutions to them.

In Indonesia, in contrast, the use of such software for educational purposes is very limited. English textbook, bilingual dictionary, and language curriculum developers will intuitively select and use words for their products, while actually computer software can help them become more selective in deciding what to be included in their works. However, they are not the ones to blame, because the large collection of Indonesian texts stored in a digital-electronic storage is not available. Even when a book writer, for example, wants to use a collection of Indonesian texts for their reference, s/he must do it by him/herself, and therefore the number of texts that s/he can collect is far from being ideal for a source. What happens to language teachers is also the same. Teachers are not accustomed to using simple software for analyzing texts for even a very simple purpose such as analyzing the students’ production.

This article aims to explain strengths that a concordance analysis offers. Many parties should be aware that the data resulting from such software can provide us with a wider perspective on how the language has been used by all people or language users and how it should be used by language learners.

B. Corpus Analysis and Concordances

The word corpus means a collection of texts, either spoken or written, that is stored in a computer database. Mohammadi (2007) states that the collection of language use in a corpus, although does not offer anything new about a language, gives a new perspective to linguistic researchers, language educators, and translators or interpreters. From the patterns resulting from a simple corpus analysis, for example, we can learn many things about a language, the language use, or a certain linguistic item of the language.

Corpora come in various sizes or numbers of entries. A mini corpus can contain only a short text with only fifty or sixty words, but a big one can have millions of words taken from thousands of different texts from different sources. The Cambridge International Corpus, for example, has over 700 million entries from various text sources. Cobuild Dictionary used a corpus of 200 million words as its source. Large-sized corpora are very useful for linguists and language teachers or learners. The corpora provide them with information of how a language or a word has been used by its speakers, how a language has changed, or how speakers use different patterns for different situations. The use of
corpora for instructional purposes is also growing (McCarthy, 2002).

One of the important contributions of a linguistic corpus is that it becomes the data source of our concordance analysis. A very simple concordance that has been widely used is the internet search engine, such as the Google or Yahoo search. By typing one or two key words, Google will show thousands of fragments or phrases containing the key words. A computer user then can easily find sites that have the key words in their texts. However, Google’s concordance does not directly give useful information concerning the language and its use or other linguistic aspects. Most Google users have used it for searching websites. Once the search engine displays the sites, the user will soon click one of them and forget the engine. Lamy and Mortensen (2009) underline a practical use of a web search engine, for example for studying a simple collocation. If we want to know whether the phrase “a metal wood” really exists in English, we can simply type the key words in the engine. The engine gives examples of the phrase and its context, that is, how people in the sites have used the phrase in their texts.

However, for a more specific purpose, such as a collocation analysis or other word studies, Google’s engine is obviously inadequate. A more sophisticated software is needed. This software is usually known as a concordancer. Several concordancers are available freely in the internet, and several others, which offer a more thorough investigation, need to be purchased if we want to use them.

One free-software that we can use is the Textanz. This software offers useful information concerning basic statistics about the text that we input, including the number of words, sentences, lines, the average words per sentence and sentences per paragraph, the longest and shortest words and sentences, and the readability level of the text. Other important items that it provides are occurrence frequency of all words contained in the text, and of course, the word concordance. Using this simple concordance, we can learn how a certain word is used in the text. Figure 1 shows how we can learn from a text about how the word ‘strategy’ has been used by the writer. The source text is a 200 word scientific paper.
To use the Textanz, we can download the trial version program from the internet and we can start our own project. In the example in Figure 1, a research paper text was the source. Click the text bar, and insert the copied file into the space on the right hand side of the program page. Soon the basic properties of the inserted text appear on the left, counting the list of words used in the text and their occurrence frequency. We can choose one word from the list, and the simple concordance will appear at the bottom. In the example, the word ‘strategy’ was chosen, and the program shows how the word has been used by the writer. Other options are also available, such as phrase frequency, in which we can display a certain phrase and ask the program to show how the phrase was used. The word form will tell the basic properties of a word, such as its frequency, length, and dispersion. This program is a handy tool for examining a short text, for example our own essay, and for comparing it to a more ‘standard’ piece of writing.

Several other frequently-used free software programs are the TextSTAT,
the Concordance, and the Wordsmith. The TextSTAT software gives us a clearer concordance list with the keyword put in the centre of each fragment. Using this concordance, we can identify some pattern of how a word is used, or what words collocate with the keyword. The user can trace how the word ‘appoint’, for instance, has been used by people. The software will inform us the prepositions that usually follow the keyword, the nouns that accompany it, and other information concerning its use and context. With the Concordance evaluation copy program, which is also free, we can analyze a word and its context. A simple study on word frequency, occurrence, minimal pairs, collocation, and concordance can be easily conducted using one of the above programs.

If the internet connection is a problem, the programs have good news: they can be used off-line. We do not have to be connected to the internet. In remote areas where the connection to the internet is not possible, we still can conduct our word study using the programs.

A larger, professional corpus can be used for a more useful output. The Cambridge International Corpus (CIC), for example, provides a huge number of text collections which can give an illustration of how the language has been used by its users all over the world. Below is a list of most frequently used English words from a corpus of 10 million words.

Table 1: Most Frequently-Used Words from 10-Million-Word Cambridge International Corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>the</td>
<td>439,723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>256,879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>230,431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>210,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>194,659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>192,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>you</td>
<td>164,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>150,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>142,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>124,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>was</td>
<td>107,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>yeah</td>
<td>86,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>78,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>75,687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>71,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>69,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>but</td>
<td>64,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>61,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>they</td>
<td>58,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>have</td>
<td>55,892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: O’Keeffe, et al. (2007:35)

The list gives important information about the basic vocabulary use which can be used as a main source for comparisons. The word ‘the’, for example, has been used 439,723 times, which is 0.44% of all words in the corpus. By looking at the percentage of our own use of ‘the’, we can then say whether we have used the word appropriately, naturally, or excessively. If we are comparing or checking, for example, how we use the words in our own essay, a more precise list is needed, that is, the corpus of written language. This is because there is a difference between written and spoken language, including
the difference in frequency of ‘natural’ use of a certain word.

1. Word Concordance for Foreign Language Learning

Many studies concerning the use of concordances and corpus analysis have been conducted in the area of foreign language learning. Tribble in Flowerdew (2002) used a large corpus for teaching academic writing. He used the frequency list of his corpus to help his students learn from native speakers how to use a particular word in sentences. His students also learned a lot about word collocation and how native speakers have used the words in the context. By doing this, a learner will be able to learn to use the target language as native speakers do. Granger’s study (2002) also inspires other researchers to use the corpus analysis for instructional aims: teaching a foreign language and even developing a language teaching curriculum.

One important source for learning from a concordance engine is the concordance lines (O’Keeffe, et al., 2007:8). Concordance lines are usually scanned vertically at first glance, that is, looked at up or down the central pattern, along the line of the node word or phrase. The concordance lines provide an example of how a certain word is used, taken from all sentence entries in the corpus. This gives an illustration which enables the users to analyze, copy the pattern, or discuss the use of the selected word. The visual representation of the data makes it easier for the user to analyze and find empirical data concerning questions such as what prepositions usually occur before the word, what are the most frequently used prepositions, what verb usually proceeds the word, whether the word can end a sentence, and the like. The concordance list in Figure 2 shows how the word ‘abroad’ has been used by the language users, and therefore tells us how we should use it in our own production.

The advantages that a concordance gives are obvious. Because language learning needs exposure to the real use of the target language, a precise source will lead the language learner to the correct use of the language. Below are some advantages that we can take from a concordance engine result.

a. It Provides Interesting and Authentic Examples Versus Traditional Examples

The information about how the language users have used the words in their production is authentic and provides a useful insight for learners. They can compare their own use to the data in the concordance. If the proportion of the use of a certain word is too far from that in the concordance, we can simply conclude that our production is also far from the state of being natural or native-like. Traditional examples of language use drawn from intuition or self-experience might lack the naturalness of the language use. The word ‘kill’, for example, surprisingly belongs to the list of rarely-used words, and therefore becomes not too important to be introduced to beginner users of English. The conjunction ‘and’, in contrast, is the most frequently-used conjunction, far leaving other conjunctions in the list.
Therefore, it should be first introduced or taught.
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O’Keeffe, et al. (2007:16)

Figure 2. Concordance List of the Word ‘Abroad’
b. It can be Used to. Self-Check Our Own Production

The natural use of language is one of the characteristics of intermediate of advanced language users. By comparing our production to the data in the concordance, we can judge whether we have used the language in a natural manner. Checking our composition or other pieces of writing, i.e., analyzing it in a concordancer and then comparing the result to the data resulting from a large corpus, is important; it can tell whether we have produced a piece of writing that is similar to or different from the writings of many other people’s. If the words that we use have very different percentage of occurrence compared to the concordance, we can be sure that we are still far from being a perfect, natural language user.

c. It can be Used to Check the Naturalness/Resemblance of Our Language Use if Compared to How Native Speakers Have Used the Language

Checking the resemblance of our language use to the native speakers’ use is one way to learn the language. The resemblance can be seen from many aspects that a concordance engine can tell us, such as from the occurrence of certain words, the similar use of certain phrases, the collocations, or the choice of words. Collocation can best be learnt when we compare how we use it to how native speakers do. Because the real use of language becomes the main source of comparison, a high degree of similarity will mean a lot concerning our efforts to become ‘natural’ users.

d. It can be Used to Study the Grammar Pattern of a Language (Find the Rules, Verb Patterns, Noun Phrase Orders, and the Like)

Because grammar is like the skeleton, a weird pattern in our production suggests that we are not good users and our production is less accurate and, to a certain extent, less intelligible. The inappropriate use of a certain pattern can be minimized by looking at the sample provided by the concordancer. Observing how the word ‘will’ is used in the concordance data, for example, can lead to proper use of the word in our own sentence. A grammar lesson in which the examples are taken from the real use becomes a powerful source of information concerning the language rules and patterns.

e. It can be Used to Select Words to be Introduced to a Certain Group of Learners in a Vocabulary Class

When a teacher must select which words will be introduced for a beginner group of language learners, sometimes s/he cannot decide easily. The choice should be based on the real need of the learners for communicating their ideas, and often the needed words are not among the list that the teacher makes. The concordancer provides a precise list of the necessary words, because the list is developed based on the data of the real use of the language. When the list is based on the teacher’s own experience or other questionable sources, there is a possibility that the learners are exposed to rarely-used expressions that they themselves may never use them for communication.
f. It Helps Teachers Write Appropriate Books or Materials for a Particular Segment

When teachers are going to develop their own materials for their students’ learning, the concordance supplies them with suitable data. Modifying an authentic material for teaching beginners is not an easy task. Simplifying a complicated text containing a number of difficult words is unavoidable when we want to use the text for teaching lower level learners. For teachers, this job can be frustrating, especially when they are not assisted with a handy list containing simple words. This list can actually be taken from the concordance engine. Because the list contains only most important words, taking the words from the list to replace difficult vocabulary will make the text simpler, and therefore it becomes suitable for lower level learners. Getting a list of words from another source does not always help, especially when the source was not originally based on the real language use.

2. Towards a Large Indonesian Corpus: A Big Challenge for Indonesian Linguists and Educators

The big challenge to Indonesian teachers, writers, and linguists lies on the unavailability of a large corpus of Indonesian texts. The effect is somewhat huge: textbook writers are stuck to the excessive use of intuition and feelings when selecting sample words or the wordlist to be learnt by students. Bilingual dictionary writers cannot have an easy access to the data about the most frequently-used words or most needed words for their Indonesian-English dictionary entries. In order to write a really relevant and handy, short pocket bilingual dictionary, the writer must search for the most needed expressions, words, or entries. The limited space must not be wasted by including rarely used words in the list. The intuitive decision to cross out some words from and to take some other words into the list will result in irrelevant entries in the dictionary. There is a big possibility that some needed, high frequency words are missing in such a dictionary, replaced by some unneeded words printed among the entries.

The above illustration will never appear if a large corpus of Indonesian texts is available. Some universities and language researchers and linguists may have begun this big project. However, to produce a big, highly reputable corpus, they still have a long way to go. Changing a large number of written texts into digital images is not an easy job. Collaborations among many different parties might be needed, and financial supports from the government will help.

A more difficult task will be in the area of spoken corpora. The data of spoken language are very rarely found in written forms. Providing the database of this spoken language mode therefore will take a longer route. Collaborative work between associations of researchers, universities, and other parties is needed. Probably there have been several small corpora developed individually by several different institutions, and a joint project to make a large, national-level corpus will provide us a much better data source.
C. Conclusion

The use of concordance engine for language learning is not a new issue, especially in English speaking countries. In such countries, large corpora of different varieties of language use have been developed for different purposes, mainly in linguistics areas and language teaching. However, the trend does not seem to reach most language teachers in Indonesia; discussions on corpus analysis and concordance have been very little.

The advantages that language teachers can get from this program are numerous. Furthermore, it is easy for even a novice computer user to use the word analysis software. The software is available in different forms, either free or paid. The access to a large corpus might be limited, but we can also use our own corpus, even we can use our own writing as the corpus. Analyzing our own production can tell how well we have used the language, and it also enables us to make a comparison between our own production and how English users all over the world have used the language.

The problem for Indonesians lies on the unavailability of large Indonesian corpora, which makes it impossible to analyze, compare, or study the real Indonesian use. It is a challenge for everyone to develop a large, integrated national corpus of the Indonesian language use. When it is available, the study of Indonesian and foreign language learning for Indonesian students will be much more meaningful.
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